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Abstract
Measurement of the power spectral density (PSD) of a rough surface or feature involves large
random and systematic errors. While random errors can be reduced by averaging together many
PSDs, systematic errors can be reduced only by carefully studying and understanding the sources
of these systematic errors. Using both analytical expressions and numerical simulations for the
measurement of the PSD of line-edge roughness, three sources of systematic errors are evaluated:
aliasing, leakage, and averaging. Exact and approximate expressions for each of these terms are
derived over a range of roughness exponents, allowing a measured PSD to be corrected for its
systematic biases. The smallest measurement bias is obtained when appropriate data windowing
is used, and when the sampling distance is set to twice the measurement signal width.
Uncorrected PSD measurements are likely to systematically bias the extracted roughness
exponent to higher values.
Subject Terms: power spectral density, PSD, discrete PSD, aliasing, spectral leakage, line-edge
roughness, linewidth roughness, LER, LWR

1. Introduction
Line-edge roughness (LER) and linewidth roughness (LWR) in lithography are best characterized by
the power spectral density (PSD) of the roughness, or similar measures of roughness frequency and
correlation. In any real measurement, however, an approximation to the actual PSD is made by sampling the
edge position (in the case of LER) or the linewidth (in the case of LWR) of a finite-length feature. The result
is called the discrete PSD and it exhibits not only random errors (measuring noise is fundamentally noisy),
but systematic biases as well. Thus, it is important to understand the nature and magnitude of these
systematic errors in PSD measurement and to develop methods for their mitigation. While most studies of
LER measurement bias have focused on the LER standard deviation,1,2 this work will address biases in the
PSD itself.
There are several tools available to study the biases in PSD measurement. For the special case of a
roughness exponent of 0.5, an analytical expression for the discrete PSD has been derived by Hiraiwa and
Nishida.3,4,5,6,7 For other cases, numerically generating synthetic rough edges that are then “measured” and
analyzed leads to further insights into errors in PSD measurement.8,9 In this paper, the properties of the
emasured PSD will be examined using these and other analytical tools with the goal of defining and then
minimizing the systematic errors present in PSD measurement.

2. Theory of the Discrete PSD
Given a randomly rough lithographic feature such as a long line, different points along the edge of
~
that feature may be correlated. To examine such correlations, the autocovariance function ( R ) of the feature
edge position (or feature width for the case of two feature edges that are completely uncorrelated) is defined
as
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~
R ( s, t ) = (w( s ) − w )(w(t ) − w )

(1)

where w is the measured linewidth/edge position, s and t are the positions where measurements are made
along the length of the line, w is the mean linewidth/edge position of the feature, and ... represents the
average over many instances of the roughness. If the process is stationary, the resulting autocovariance will
be a function of only the distance s – t.
The LWR/LER PSD is generally calculated as the squared magnitude of the Fourier transform of the
feature width/edge position. For any real measurement, though, the feature will be sampled, typically with
measurements made some fixed distance apart, Δy. The discrete PSD (PSDd) will then be calculated from a
discrete Fourier transform (such as the Fast Fourier Transform) of this data.

Δy
PSDd ( f ) =
N
=

N −1

∑ (w(s) − w )e

2
− i 2πτ s / N

s =0

N −1
⎛
m ⎞~
Δy N −1 N −1 ~
⎜ 1 − ⎟ R ( m ) e i 2π τ m / N
R ( s, t )e i 2πτ ( s − t ) / N = Δy
⎜
N s =0 t =0
N ⎟⎠
m = − ( N −1) ⎝

∑∑

∑

(2)

where N is the number of measurement points, L = ΔyN is the length of the line being sampled, and the
frequency f = τ/L. The right-hand side of equation (2) shows that calculating the PSD from the discrete
Fourier transform of linewidth data is equivalent to the discrete Fourier transform of the (biased) estimator
for the autocovariance function (as expected from the Wiener–Khinchin theorem).
As Hiraiwa and Nishida have shown,3 it is possible to calculate the discrete PSD analytically given a
certain model form for the autocovariance function. For example, it has been common to assume that a
stretched exponential autocovariance function can apply to rough features.
2α
~
−( s −t / ξ )
R ( s − t ) = σ 2e

(3)

where ξ is the correlation length and α is the roughness exponent. For α = 0.5, the resulting continuous PSD
can be analytically derived.10 For a one-dimensional problem (such as LER or LWR),

PSD( f ) =

2σ 2ξ
2
1 + (2π fξ )

(4)

Using the stretched exponential model for autocovariance and α = 0.5, it is also possible to calculate the
discrete PSD analytically. The result derived by Hiraiwa and Nishida (using slightly different notation here)
is
PSDd ( f )
2σ 2ξ

⎛1
⎧ z − z N +1 ⎫ ⎞
⎧ z ⎫ 1
⎟
− Re ⎨
= δ ⎜ + Re ⎨
⎬
2 ⎬
⎜2
⎩1 − z ⎭ N ⎩ (1 − z ) ⎭ ⎟⎠
⎝

where δ = Δy / ξ , a = 2πfξ , and z = e −δ e i aδ .
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(5)

It is important to note that this result is only valid for the case of a roughness exponent α = 0.5.
Experimental LER data often shows roughness exponents more in the range of 0.7 – 0.8.11 Unfortunately, an
analytical solution for the discrete PSD is not possible for these cases. Other techniques for dealing with
these higher roughness exponents will be described in later sections.

3. Properties of the Discrete PSD
In practice, equation (5) is awkward to deal with and is evaluated numerically. Some
simplifications, however, will make the analytical PSDd more convenient. Taking each term separately,

δ sinh(δ )
⎧1 + z ⎫
⎧ z ⎫⎞ δ
⎬=
⎬ ⎟⎟ = Re⎨
⎩1 − z ⎭ ⎠ 2 ⎩1 − z ⎭ 2[cosh(δ ) − cos(aδ )]

⎛1
⎝2

δ ⎜⎜ + Re ⎨

(6)

where this expression is used for 0 ≤ aδ ≤ π (that is, for frequencies at or below the Nyquist frequency).
The second term in equation (5) can likewise be modified by making the reasonable assumption that L >> ξ
(that is, the length of line being measured is much larger than the correlation length, a requirement for
accurate PSD measurement). In this case, z N = e − L / ξ << 1 and
⎧ z − z N +1 ⎫ ξ 2 ⎧ z ⎫ ξ 2 cosh(δ ) cos( aδ ) − 1
Re ⎨
= δ
⎬ ≈ δ Re ⎨
2⎬
2
N ⎩ (1 − z ) 2 ⎭ L
2[cosh(δ ) − cos( aδ )]
⎩ (1 − z ) ⎭ L

δ

(7)

Thus, the discrete PSD becomes

PSDd ( f )
2σ ξ
2

≈

⎛ ξ
cosh(δ ) cos(aδ ) − 1 ⎞
δ sinh(δ )
δ
⎜⎜1 −
⎟
2[cosh(δ ) − cos(aδ )] ⎝ L sinh(δ ) [cosh(δ ) − cos(aδ )] ⎟⎠

(8)

Further, equation (8) can be simplified by expanding the hyperbolic functions as Taylor series for the
reasonable case of small δ (that is, where the sampling distance is much smaller than the correlation length –
also a requirement for accurate measurement of the PSD). The resulting equation is quite simple:

PSDd ( f ) ≈

2σ 2ξ
(1 + ε alias ) 1 + ε leakage
2
1 + (2π fξ )

(

)

(9)

2
⎛ π f Δy ⎞
⎛ ξ ⎞⎛ (2π fξ ) − 1 ⎞⎟
⎟⎟ − 1
and ε alias = ⎜⎜
where ε leakage = ⎜ ⎟⎜⎜
2
⎟
⎝ L ⎠⎝ (2π fξ ) + 1 ⎠
⎝ sin (π f Δy ) ⎠
2

Thus, discrete PSD is equal to the continuous PSD modified by two error terms, εalias and εleakage.
Sampling means the resulting PSD contains frequency information only up to the Nyquist frequency,
f = 1/(2Δy). Since the actual feature being measured contains frequency information higher than the Nyquist
frequency, the power from these higher frequencies is added to frequencies at and below the Nyquist
frequency in the sampled PSD, a phenomenon called aliasing. This distortion can be significant, as will be
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shown below, and is captured by the term εalias. The aliasing term εalias is 0 at f = 0, rising to about π2/4 – 1 at
the Nyquist frequency.
One can see that the second error term εleakage varies from a low of –ξ/L at f = 0 to a high approaching
ξ/L at the highest frequencies, passing though zero at a frequency corresponding to the correlation length.
The term “leakage” refers to the impact of measuring within a finite window (that is, a finite length of the
line being measured), resulting in a localized spreading of frequency components. As equation (9) shows,
this leakage takes power away from the low frequency components (frequencies below 1/(2πξ)) and adds
power to the higher frequency components of the PSDd (frequencies above 1/(2πξ)), effectively producing a
slight blurring of the PSD. Leakage is minimized by making the measurement length large compared to the
correlation length.
Thus, there are two sources of difference between the continuous and discrete PSDs: the first is due
to the nonzero value of ξ/L (as captured in the εleakage term), and the second is due to the nonzero value of
Δy (as captured in the εalias term). Let us assume, for the sake of this analysis, that the true PSD behavior of a
rough feature is given by the autocorrelation function of equation (3) with α = 0.5, so that the true PSD is the
continuous PSD of equation (4). Under this assumption, differences between the discrete and continuous
PSD are the result of sampling (the non-zero Δy and finite L), an artifact of the measurement process.
The analysis above shows that leakage decreases the apparent value of the zero-frequency PSD by
1 – ξ/L. While leakage also affects the high frequency terms, its impact is dwarfed in this case by the effects
of aliasing. Aliasing has no impact on the zero frequency, but grows to a very significant level (a
multiplicative factor of about 2.5 for this α = 0.5 case) at the Nyquist frequency. Figure 1 shows plots
comparing the discrete PSD [equation (5)], the continuous PSD [equation (4)], and the approximation to the
discrete PSD [equation (9)]. For typical parameter values, the difference between the approximate discrete
PSD and the exact discrete PSD is very small: an error of about (Δy/ξ )2/10 at low frequencies, decreasing to
about (Δy/ξ )2/50 at high frequencies. The alias and leakage terms can be plotted as well, as shown in Figure
2.

PSD(f)/PSD(0)

1

0.1
Discrete PSD
Continuous PSD
Approx. Discrete PSD

0.01
0.1

1

10

a = 2πfξ
Figure 1. Plots of the discrete PSD (symbols), the continuous PSD (dashed line), and the approximation to the discrete
PSD found in equation (9) (solid line), using N = 128, ξ = 6.4 nm, and Δy = 2.56 nm.
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Figure 2. Plots of (a) the alias, and (b) the leakage terms, εalias and εleakage, from equation (9), using N = 256, ξ = 10 nm,
and Δy = 1 nm.

Equation (9) was derived for the single case of α = 0.5. However, the form of equation (9), with its
εalias and εleakage terms, will be applicable to any roughness exponent. Thus, the next goal will be to find more

general approaches for determining these two error terms for other roughness exponents.

4. Calculating Aliasing Using the Kirchner Method
Kirchner12 developed a method for calculating the effects of aliasing on a measured power spectral
density (leakage not included). When a random signal is undersampled (meaning there is information in the
signal at frequencies higher than the Nyquist frequency), the apparent (measured) spectral power at some
frequency f0 will contain not only the true power of the continuous PSD but also the power at the aliased
frequencies kfs ± f0, where fs = 1/Δy = the sampling frequency, and k is any integer. For a real-valued signal,
where the PSD will be symmetric about f = 0, the resulting discretely measured PSD (including only the
effects of aliasing) will be12

PSDd ( f ) = PSD ( f ) +

∞

∑ [PSD(kf

s

− f ) + PSD (kf s + f )]

(10)

k =1

Consider the PSD of equation (4) in the frequency range where f >> 1/(2πξ), where we expect the aliasing to
be most significant. Kirchner’s formula will become
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PSDd ( f ) ≈

∞
⎡
⎤⎞
2σ 2ξ ⎛⎜
1
1
2
⎟
(
)
f
y
1
+
Δ
+
⎢
2 ⎜
2
2 ⎥⎟
(
)
(2π fξ ) ⎝
(
)
k
f
y
k
f
y
−
Δ
+
Δ
k =1 ⎣
⎦⎠

∑

(11)

The infinite summation converges to an analytical result:
⎤
(π f Δy )2 − 1
1
1
+
=
⎥
2
(k + fΔy )2 ⎦ sin 2 (π f Δy )
k =1 ⎣ (k − fΔy )
∞

⎡

ε alias = ( fΔy )2 ∑ ⎢

(12)

Thus, this discrete PSD including aliasing (but no leakage) matches the same result found in equation (9) for
the case where f >> 1/(2πξ).
While it is valuable to confirm using Kirchner’s method the interpretation of εalias in equation (9) as a
term accounting for the effect of aliasing, its real value here is in its ability to numerically evaluate the
impact of aliasing on other PSD functions. Consider the Palasantzas extension of the PSD function of
equation (4) to other roughness exponents:13
PSD( f ) =

PSD(0)

[1 + (2π fξ ) ]

2 H +d / 2

(13)

where H plays the role of the Hurst (roughness) exponent, d is the dimensionality of the problem, and
PSD(0) is adjusted to give the desired variance. For d = 1,

⎛
1⎞⎞
⎛
⎜ π Γ⎜ H + ⎟ ⎟
2⎠⎟
⎝
PSD(0) = 2σ 2ξ ⎜
⎟
⎜
Γ (H )
⎟
⎜
⎠
⎝

(14)

This definition of the roughness exponent H matches the roughness exponent α defined by equation (3) when
H = α = 0.5, though not for other values. Again considering the frequency range where f >> 1/(2πξ),
Kirchner’s formula will become
PSDd ( f ) ≈

∞
⎡
⎤⎞
PSD (0) ⎛⎜
1
1
2 H +1
⎟
(
)
f
y
1
+
Δ
+
⎢
2 H +1 ⎜
2 H +1
2 H +1 ⎥ ⎟
(2π fξ ) ⎝
(k + fΔy ) ⎦ ⎠
k =1 ⎣ (k − fΔy )

∑

(15)

By analogy with our previous results, we can define the aliasing term as
⎤
1
1
+
2 H +1
2 H +1 ⎥
(k + fΔy ) ⎦
k =1 ⎣ (k − fΔy )
∞

⎡

ε alias = ( fΔy )2 H +1 ∑ ⎢

(16)

Since the summation will converge for H > 0, we can numerically evaluate εalias(f) for different values of H.
Some results are shown in Figure 3, where carrying out the summation in equation (16) to k = 100 is
sufficient.
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The results of the numerical calculations of εalias(f) for 0.5 ≤ H ≤ 1 can be fit extremely well to a
simple empirical expression. Letting ε0.5 be the analytical aliasing term for the case of α = 0.5 [that is,
equation (12)],

⎡

⎛ 2 H − 1 ⎞⎤
1+ 0.686 ( 2 H −1)
⎟⎥ (ε 0.5 )
⎝ H ⎠⎦

ε alias ( f ) ≈ ⎢1 − 0.421⎜
⎣

(17)

This empirical expression for εalias produces a PSD that matches that produced using equation (16) to better
than 0.35% over the full range of frequency and Hurst exponents. While the numerical evaluation of
equation (16) is simple and fast, equation (17) may prove useful when fitting to experimental data that is
aliased.
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Figure 3. Calculations of εalias using equation (16) for two different roughness exponents. Results for 0.5 < H < 1.0
producing aliasing between these two curves.

5. Using Simulation to Determine Leakage and Aliasing
The Hiraiwa and Nishida discrete PSD function of equation (5), as simplified in equation (9),
provides analytical equations for leakage and aliasing for the case of α = 0.5. The Kirchner method provides
a very simple numerical scheme for calculating the effects of aliasing for any PSD. For the Palasantzas PSD
commonly used to model LER data, the Kirchner aliasing results are conveniently summarized in
approximate form by equation (17) for values of roughness exponent H between 0.5 and 1.0. The only thing
remaining is a determination of the leakage term for roughness exponents other than 0.5.
Numerical simulation of rough features with predefined statistical properties provides a valuable
numerical tool for determining the effects of leakage and aliasing since leakage and aliasing can be
individually turned on and off in such simulations. Here, the Thorsos method14,15 was used to generate
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random rough edges with a Gaussian distribution and correlation behavior determined by the Palasantzas
PSD. Letting Ls be the length of the simulated line, leakage will occur when the metrology length L < Ls.
Letting Δs be the simulation grid size, aliasing will occur when the metrology sampling distance Δy > Δs.
Thus, leakage in the extraction of the PSD from measurement of the simulated line can be turned off by
setting L = Ls. Likewise, aliasing in the simulation can be turned off by letting Δy = Δs.
As a first test, random rough lines were generated and their PSDs extracted using L = Ls and Δy = Δs.
The PSDs of M simulations were averaged together, and the RMS relative difference between the resulting
measured PSD and the input PSD was calculated. Such calculations were repeated multiple times to reduce
the statistical uncertainty in the calculated RMS differences. As Figure 4 shows, the measured PSD from the
simulated rough lines has a relative uncertainty of 1.0 (for the case of M = 1), as expected. Averaging
multiple PSDs together allows the measured PSD to converge to the input PSD as 1 / M , also as expected.
Note that this convergence trend shows that the measured PSD exhibits neither leakage nor aliasing (and thus
systematic differences between the discrete and continuous PSDs) when L = Ls and Δy = Δs.

RMS Relative Error, 1-D PSD

1

0.1

0.01

Simulations
1/sqrt(M)

0.001
1

100

10000

1000000

Number of Iterations Being Averaged, M
Figure 4.

Convergence of the numerically generated PSD to the input PSD as a function of the number of trials

being averaged together (σ = 5 nm, ξ = 10 nm, α = 0.5, Δy = 1 nm, N = 1,024). The standard 1 / M convergence
trend is shows as the solid line, with simulations shown as the symbols. The RMS Relative Error is the RMS relative
difference between the measured PSD and the continuous PSD used as the input to the simulations. (From Ref. 15.)

Leakage can be turned on for the simulations without aliasing by letting Ls = 2L and keeping Δy =
Δs. From the simulations, an “experimental” leakage term can be calculated from

(

)

PSDsimulation ( f ) = PSD( f ) 1 + ε leakage (1 + ε alias )

(18)

Note that the impact of aliasing on the leakage is still present in the simulations even though the main
aliasing term is absent. Figure 5 compares the experimental leakage (as determined from the average of 400
million simulations) to the derived expression for εleakage in equation (9) for the case of α = 0.5. As can be
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seen, the simulations and the derived analytical expression match extremely well until the very highest
frequencies. At the Nyquist frequency, the simulated εleakage is higher by about 9%, resulting in a difference
in the simulated and predicted PSD of less than 0.9%. The reason for this difference at high frequencies is
unclear, but it is small enough to be of little concern. Simulations using different sampling distances, line
lengths, and correlation lengths produced similar results.
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0.5
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Figure 5. Plots of εleakage, from equation (9) and from simulations with aliasing turned off, using α = 0.5, N = 256, ξ =
10 nm, and Δy = 1 nm.

Likewise, leakage can be turned off by setting Ls = L and aliasing can be turned on by setting Δs =
Δy/Nsim. Comparison to the analytical aliasing term, however, is complicated by the fact that the analytical
result assumes a continuum, that is Nsim → ∞. To understand the impact of the simulation grid size on the
aliasing results, Nsim was varied from 2 to 128 and the aliasing term εalias calculated from the measured
discrete PSD. The results are shown in Figure 6 (10 million simulations per curve). As Nsim increases, the
aliasing converges to the continuum result from equation (9). The rate of convergence is well described by

ε alias (simulation ) = ε alias (continuum ) −

1
(2 fΔy )2
N sim

(19)

Thus, the worst-case difference is at the Nyquist frequency (2fΔy = 1), where the simulation approaches the
continuum answer with a difference equal to 1/Nsim. Based on this result, the simulations below will use Nsim
2
= 128 and the calculated εalias will be corrected by adding (2 fΔy ) / N sim to give the best approximation to the
continuum value of εalias.
Comparing these simulation results for εalias to the Kirchner calculations, using a finite value of Nsim
is equivalent to using a finite range of k in the summation in equation (16). In fact, the simulation results
shown in Figure 6 can be reproduced almost exactly using the Kirchner equation and letting the summation
go to a maximum k of Nsim/2. Physically, the use of a maximum k in the Kirchner summation or a finite Nsim
in the simulations is equivalent to saying there is a maximum frequency present in the physical feature being
measured, and that the real world ceases to be a continuum at a small enough length scale.
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Figure 6. Plots of εalias from simulations as a function of the ratio of the metrology sampling distance to the simulation
grid size (Nsim), using α = 0.5, N = 256, ξ = 10 nm, and Δy = 1 nm.
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Figure 7. Plots of εalias, from equation (9) and from simulations with leakage turned off, using α = 0.5, N = 256, ξ = 10
nm, and Δy = 1 nm. The two curves are indistinguishable.
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6. Reeducing Leakage with Data
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the (1− m / N ) term in equation (2) th
hat biases the estimator forr the autocovaariance.
Thee impact of th
he data windo
ow on the PSD
D can be seenn by considerring a continuuous measurem
ment of
the PSD ov
ver a finite line length.
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2

∞

PSDmeasure ( f ) =

∫ g ( y)(w( y) − w )e

− i 2πfy

= G 2 ( f ) ⊗ PSD ( f )

dy

(20)

−∞

where g(y) is assumed symmetric about y = 0 so that G(f), the Fourier transform of g(y), will be real.
Measuring the LER using a data window g(y) results in a measured PSD that is equal to the continuous PSD
convolved with the square of G(f). For the rectangular window of a conventional LER measurement, the
continuous PSD is convolved with
⎛ sin(π f L) ⎞
⎟⎟
G ( f ) = ⎜⎜
⎝ πfL ⎠

2

2

(21)

As L becomes large, window term of equation (21) approaches a delta function and the measured PSD
becomes a perfect reproduction of the continuous PSD. For finite L, the convolution of the window term
causes a “leakage” of other frequencies into the measured PSD at f.
Note that equation (21) falls off as 1/f 2 away from the frequency being measured. The PSD, on the
other hand, falls off as 1/f 2H+1. For H = 0.5, the fall-off of the window convolution term exactly matches the
rise of the PSD toward lower frequencies, so that the amount of leakage is a constant at high frequencies.
For H > 0.5, the PSD rises faster than the window convolution term falls off, and the leakage term gets
bigger for higher frequencies. Thus, leakage can be reduced for 0.5 < H < 1.0 by using a G2(f) that falls off
faster than 1/f 3. There are a number of data windows commonly employed in signal analysis that exhibit this
property.
Consider the Bartlett window16 given by
⎧2 − 4 y / L , − L / 2 < y < L / 2
g Bartlett ( y ) = ⎨
0
, otherwise
⎩

(22)

The Bartlett window is just an isosceles triangle with base width of L and height adjusted to give the same
area as the rectangular window. The Fourier transform of the Bartlett window gives
2
GBartlett
(

⎛ sin(π f L / 2) ⎞
⎟⎟
f ) = ⎜⎜
⎝ π f L/2 ⎠

4

(23)

Since this window term falls off as 1/f 4, the high frequencies of the PSD will not experience leakage. Other
common windows, such as the Welch and Hann windows, have the same behavior.16 Figure 9 shows
simulations of measured PSD using the Bartlett window, extracting the leakage term as before. Note that the
resulting leakage is less than 2% for all frequencies, and is thus small enough to be ignored under most
circumstances. The small rise in leakage at the Nyquist frequency matches the difference seen between
simulated and analytical leakage terms shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 9. Pllots of εleakage, from
f
simulatio
ons using the Bartlett
B
window
w, for differentt values of the roughness expponent H
(N = 256, ξ = 10 nm, and Δy
Δ = 1 nm).

7. Th
he Impact off Spatial Av
veraging
One useful apprroach to reduccing the effeccts of aliasingg is through avveraging. If the spacing bbetween
measuremeents is Δy, thee measurement can be (an
nd usually is)) the averagee linewidth orr edge positioon over
some rangee η. If η = 0 then we havee the measureement at a poiint, as was asssumed abovee in the derivaation of
the discretee PSD and in the
t simulation
ns. For η > 0 the averaginng dampens thhe high frequuency componnents of
the signal, and
a thus the aliasing.
a
The impact of thiis kind of aveeraging has beeen previouslly derived,12 w
with the
PSD includ
ding averagin
ng equal to th
he PSD assum
ming no averaaging multipllied by the sqquare of the Fourier
transform of
o the averagin
ng shape funcction. For a simple
s
rectanggle shape (strraight averagiing over the ddistance
η), the Fourrier transform
m is a sinc fun
nction, giving

⎛ sin (πfη ) ⎞
⎟⎟
PSDd − avvg ( f ) = PSDd ( f )⎜⎜
⎝ πfη ⎠

2

(24)

he case of H = 0.5. Since the alias term
m is, in fact, a sinc functioon, choosing η = Δy abovve gives
Consider th
the productt of aliasing and
a averaging
g = 1 for all frequencies. In other worrds, proper avveraging can greatly
reduce (and
d theoretically
y even eliminaate) aliasing.
Wh
hen measuring LER using
g a scanning electron
e
micrroscope (SEM
M), the measuurement spot can be
assumed to be a Gaussiaan. A Gaussiian-shaped beeam of electrrons interacts with the featture being meeasured
to producee a Gaussian
n-shaped meaasurement sig
gnal (wider than the inccident beam)) of full-widdth half
maximum (FWHM)
(
wid
dth η. The im
mpact of this averaging
a
cann be seen in F
Figure 10 usinng simulationn, and is
function off η/Δy. For no
o averaging (η = 0), aliasin
ng makes the measured PS
SD higher at tthe high frequuencies.
Averaging lowers the measured PSD at high frequ
uencies, thus rreducing the impact of aliaasing. Howeever, for
η > Δy/2 the
t impact off averaging is
i greater thaan aliasing, aand the meassured PSD is suppressed at high
frequenciess.
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Figure 10. Simulations
S
off the impact off averaging on the measuredd PSD. The FW
WHM of the G
Gaussian measurement
signal (η) is varied from 0 to twice the saampling distancce. The continnuous PSD (wiithout aliasing,, leakage or averaging)
t dotted line (N = 256, ξ = 10 nm, H = 0.5
5, Δy = 2 nm, rrectangular meeasurement winndow).
is shown as the

Con
nsider typicall SEM measu
urement of LE
ER. A typic al SEM inciddent spot sizee is about 2 nnm. As
this spot in
nteracts with
h the materiaal being meaasured, scatteered electronns within thee material grrow the
interaction volume so th
hat the meassurement sign
nal would typpically be 4 – 6 nm widee, depending on the
electron energy. If the sampling disttance is set to
o 4 nm (a com
mmonly recoommended vaalue), then averaging
would occu
ur over a disttance of 1 – 1.5Δy. As Figure 10 show
ws, the resullt will be a P
PSD with supppressed
high-frequeency power an
nd that appearrs to have a higher
h
value oof the roughneess exponent.
It will
w be conven
nient to accou
unt for this av
veraging effecct by adding aan averaging eerror term εavvg.

(

)(

PSDd ( f ) = PSD( f ) 1 + ε alias − ε avg 1 + ε leakage

)

(25)

Simulationss can be used
d to determinee the magnitu
ude and frequuency dependdence of εavg. For examplee, when
H = 0.5, Gaaussian averag
ging is well approximated
a
by

ε avg ≈

0.927η
(π f Δy )2
Δy

(26)

Figure 11 shows
s
simulation results when
w
η = Δy/22. A samplinng distance eequal to aboutt twice the G
Gaussian
FWHM pro
ovides a nearrly optimum amount of av
veraging to reeduce the aliiasing. As thhe graphs shoow, this
setting of sampling distaance allows th
he averaging to counteracct the aliasingg quite well fo
for the lower 75% of
the frequen
ncy range. No
ote also that th
he Kirchner method
m
can bee accommodaated to calculaate εalias – εavgg.
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Figure 11. Plots
P
of (a) εavvg, and (b) εaliass – εavg, using N = 256, ξ = 10 nm, Δy = 2 nm, and η = 1 nm for a G
Gaussianshaped meassurement signaal.

8. Co
onclusions
Systematic errors in PSD
D measurement are caused
d by several faactors. Specttral leakage reesults from thhe finite
value of L/ξ, the ratio off the measureement length to the correlaation length. Aliasing occcurs when thee object
being meassured has pow
wer at frequen
ncies greater than the samp
mpling frequenncy. Averagiing occurs whhenever
the measureement spot size is an appreeciable fractio
on of the sam
mpling distancce. All of theese systematicc errors
can be sign
nificant, and vary in degrree and form as a functioon of the phyysical parameeters of the P
PSD, in
particular th
he correlation
n length and the
t roughnesss exponent. A thorough uunderstandingg of these effeects can
be used to minimize
m
and
d/or correct fo
or the systemaatic errors.
Thrree tools have been used to understand
d PSD measuurement. Thee Hiraiwa annd Nishida eqquation3
gives an analytical,
a
ex
xact expressio
on for the measured
m
PS
SD includingg aliasing annd leakage (bbut not
averaging) for the case of
o H = 0.5. An
A approximatte form of thee Hiraiwa andd Nishida equuation was derrived in
this paper to
t explicitly show
s
the sepaarate effects of
o aliasing annd leakage. T
The Kirchnerr equation12 aallows a
simple num
merical calcullation of aliassing for any value of the roughness exxponent. Finnally, simulattion has
been used to generate and
a measure random rou
ugh edges andd extract thee various erroor terms. All three
methods produce essentiially identicall results in thee areas wheree their domainns overlap.
Thrrough the usee of these nu
umerical and analytical toools, a thorouggh understandding of manyy of the
systematic biases in PSD
D measuremeent has been presented.
p
Fuurther, severaal mitigation strategies havve been
explored to reduce error in PSD meassurement. Th
he basic lessonns learned aree:
•
•
•

Average togetheer as many PS
SDs as possib
ble to reduce random erroors (100 averaaged PSDs reesults in
10%
% random errror in the PSD
D)
Usee data windo
owing (using the Bartlett, Welch, or siimilar window
w) to reducee spectral leakkage to
neg
gligible levelss
Thee non-zero sp
pot size of th
he measurem
ment signal prroduces averaaging that coounters aliasinng, and
pro
oduces an optiimum balancee when the saampling distannce is set to aabout twice thhe spot size FW
WHM
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•

Extraction of three PSD parameters (σ, ξ, and H) is essential for understand line-edge roughness.
The systematic biases in PSD measurement make accurate measurement of the roughness exponent
especially difficult

Correcting the measured PSD for systematic biases is possible using the techniques developed above, but
requires that η, the measurement signal FWHM, be known. Alternatively, if the sampling distance is set to
twice η, the PSD parameters can be extracted in a straightforward manner by using the lower 75% of the
frequency range. In either case, measuring the PSD with a SEM that has an unknown value of η produces a
PSD with unknown biases.
An important error source not discussed in this work is image noise, resulting in measurement noise
in the edge position/linewidth w(s). This error source is random, but causes a systematic error in the PSD.1,17
Further work should also include a method for evaluating the uncertainty in the values of σ, ξ, and H
extracted from a measured PSD as a function of measurement parameters.
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